We have calculated the nucleation region (NR) location of Si nanocrystal grains prepared by pulsed laser ablation (PLA) with fluence of 4 J/cm 2 in 10 Pa gas at room temperature, and ambient gases were He, Ne, and Ar, respectively. Results of calculation indicated that NR width in Ne gas was narrowest, while it was widest in He gas. Maximum mean size of grains deposited on substrates under ablated spot, which were placed horizontally, was the smallest in Ne gas. It would be attribute to more effective energy transfer during the process of collision when atomic mass of Si and ambient gas Ne are more close to each other. In this work, an additional gas flow with the same element as ambient gas was introduced, which is vertical to the plume axis at different lateral positions above ablated spot.
Introduction
Nanocrystal Si grain is the starting point for preparing nanostructured materials and devices on account of its unique physical properties compared with bulk Si [1] [2] [3] . During the past several decades, preparation technology of nanometer materials became increasingly mature [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Among the methods of experimental and theoretical studies about Si grains, pulsed laser ablation (PLA) is one of the most commonly used methods due to its unique advantages such as rapid thermogenic speed, high atoms concentration, and small surface contamination. However, so far, there is still a great difficulty to obtain ideal size of Si grains through PLA; the most main reason is the lack of knowledge about the mechanism of nucleation and growth processes in ambient gas, which is important for both technological application and fundamental research. On the study of nucleation of Si nanocrystal grains by PLA method, Muramoto et al. [9, 10] , Geohegan et al. [11] , Makimura et al. [12] , and so forth have verified grains formed during ablated Si atoms transmission in inert gas by different methods. But they did not mention the nucleation condition, formation position, and growth process. In 2005, Fu et al. [13] brought forward the conception of nucleation region for the first time; the viewpoint considered that grains should nucleate and grow up simultaneously through collision between ablated atoms and background gas in the NR after nanosecond laser ablated Si crystal target, and its width decided the mean size and size consistency of grains; thus, finding out the effect degree of different parameters on the NR width becomes a key problem.
In this work, Si nanocrystal grains were prepared by PLA through introducing a vertical gas flow at three different positions relative to target; grains formed in space were deposited on the substrates that were horizontally placed under ablated spot. According to analyzing size and position distribution of grains, NR location was calculated combined with hydrodynamics model [14] , nucleation division model [13] , and flat parabolic motion-like in different ambient gases; 
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Stepping motor the results indicate that the atomic mass of ambient gas decide the width of NR at the condition of other parameters invariable.
It is important that the gas flow introduced will promote the formed grains falling more quickly and affect its deposition location on the substrates simultaneously, but does not alter the NR location and size of grains.
Experimental Details
The schematic sketch of PLA apparatus was shown in Figure 1 , which was different from the conventional setups [14, 15] . A XeCl excimer laser (wavelength is 308 nm and pulse duration is 15 ns) beam with repetition rate 1 Hz was focused onto a 2 × 1 mm 2 rectangular spot at the surface of single crystalline Si target (resistivity is 3000 Ω ⋅ cm), which was rotated at 6 rpm through a stepping motor during ablation. A series of single crystalline Si (111) or glass substrates were placed under ablated spot; the vertical distance (h) between them was 2 cm. After base pressure was evacuated under 2 × 10 −4 Pa, high purity (99.9999%) ambient gas was inflated into the vacuum. During the process of experiment, a beam of gas flow with the same element as ambient gas was introduced above ablated spot at positions of 1 cm, 2 cm, and 3 cm relative to target surface; the flux was 25 sccm and controlled by a flowmeter. The chamber was kept at a constant pressure of 10 Pa at room temperature using an evacuation system throughout; laser fluence was 4 J/cm 2 .
Films deposited on glass substrates were analyzed by Raman (MKI-2000, 6328 nm) and XRD (12 kw, Cuka Radiation), while the ones deposited on Si (111) substrates were characterized by SEM (JSM-7500F).
On the base of statistical results, size and position distribution of grains on substrates are various because of different ambient gas sort, but distribution rules are similar; that is, grains form in one area apart from target, and mean size first increases and then decreases with adding distance to the target surface; position distribution of grains on the substrates with gas flow at 1 cm, 2 cm, and 3 cm in He, Ne, and Ar gas is listed in Table 1 .
Considering the similar distribution rule, results of SEM, Raman, and XRD in Ne with gas flow at 2 cm are selected as typical representations. Grains size on substrates with different lateral distance to target when gas flow is at 2 cm is shown in Figure 2 .
SEM images are shown in Figures 3(a)-3(h), corresponding to the lateral distance between the substrates and the target surface are 3.9 mm, 4 mm, 10 mm, 15 mm, 20 mm, 30 mm, 36 mm and 36.1 mm, respectively. It is obvious that no grains in (a) and (h) images, results of Raman and XRD, that verify the deposited films on glass substrates at the same position are amorphous. Images of (b) and (g) indicate that the films contain grains, which locate at 4-36 mm; that is to say, grains formed in a region scale apart from target, 4 mm and 36 mm, are in initial and end positions of grains detected on substrates. Furthermore, the statistic operation shows us Journal of Nanoparticles that mean size of grains first increases and then decreases with the addition of lateral distance to target surface.
The corresponding Raman spectra of samples on glass substrates are demonstrated in Figure 4 (a); value of main peaks is 512.572 cm −1 , 514.051 cm −1 , 514.544 cm −1 , 517.995 cm −1 , 512.079 cm −1 , and 511.093 cm −1 , respectively. All values of the peaks are close to the characteristic peak value of single crystal Si, which is 520 cm −1 . The results prove that grains of films are crystal. Meanwhile, the main peaks first shift right and then shift left which indicates that the size of grains first increases and then decreases by equation [16] of
the change rule agreement with statistic operation of SEM. In this formula, d represents diameter of grain and is the peak shift for grain as compared to crystal Si, = 2.0 cm −1 ⋅nm 2 . Additionally, the peaks at around 28 ∘ of XRD in Figure 4 (b) corresponding to crystal Si (111), which reveals crystalline grains, are produced too. FWHM of spectra becomes narrow first and then broadens with the increase in lateral distance, which proves that the change law of grains size is consistent with statistical results of SEM and Raman by Scherrer formula [17] = cos ,
where represents diameter of grain, is the factor of crystal figure, is wavelength of X-ray, and is diffraction angle; is equal to ( 2 − 2 0 ) 1/2 , where is the width at half tallness of diffraction peak and 0 is the broadening factor of the instrument.
Numerical Calculation of Nucleation Region
The main process in this work is vapor nucleation as background gas at room temperature. Ablated plume is assumed to be limited in the cylinder with ablation spot as the base area. Ablated Si atoms spray from target after laser ablation off, energy of them wear down through elastic collision with atoms of background gas during transportation, slowing coefficient of ablated Si atom is Si = Si /2 [14] , when supersaturation and thermal motion temperature of Si atoms reach to the threshold, the nucleation phenomenon happen [13] ; is constant, Si is collision cross of Si atom, and is density of ambient gas.
According to thermodynamic equation, when ablated atom nucleates, it obeys the formula
and Si / Δ = ( Si / Δ ) 3 ; the formula indicates that as-formed grain possesses a certain velocity. k is Boltzmann constant, T is nucleation temperature for ablated atom, Si and Si are mass and radius of Si atom, Δ and Δ are corresponding to grain, A is energy conversion coefficient between ablated atom and grain, and V Si and V Δ are velocities of nucleated atom and formed grain, which are parallel to plume axes. Asformed grain in space will deposit on the substrates through flat parabolic motion-like under the effect of gravity and gas flow; the schematic diagram of nucleation and motion for grain is shown in Figure 5 .
0 is the position of grain formation in space, x is its deposition location on substrates, V 0Si is initial velocity of ablated atom, which is parallel to plume axes, V Si [14] is velocity of nucleated atom at 0 , and ℎ represents vertical distance from ablated spot to substrates, which is equal to 2 cm.
In this paper, considering the time of growth process of grain takes only tens of nanoseconds [18, 19] , which can be ignored relative to the time from nucleation until depositing onto substrates, so we assume the size of grain on substrates is just the value of initial formation stage at 0 . During transportation process, collision section of Si and Ne atoms is Si−Ne = ( Ne + Si ) 2 and Δ−Ne = ( Ne + Δ ) 2 corresponding to grain. Slowing coefficient of grain is calculated on the basis of Si 
Si ; Ne is radius of Ne atom. Through hydrodynamics model of Yoshida and flat parabolic motion of grain that deposit onto substrates, formula about spatial position of grain formation is
where = Δ Si / Si Δ , V ag is velocity of gas flow, t is time of grain deposit onto substrates from the height of 2 cm under effect of gravity ( ) and gas flow, and ag is position of introducing gas flow. Si = 4.67 × 10 −26 kg, Si = 1.46Å, Ne = 0.51Å, V 0Si = 1760 m/s [20] , and V ag = 0.5 m/s are used. Utilizing the three different positions of introduced gas flow at 1 cm, 2 cm, and 3 cm, the equation group that includes three formulas is established. The iterative calculation method is used to resolve the equation group; calculated results of NR location are 2.4 mm to 34.9 mm, so the width is 32.5 mm, and values in other gases are listed in Table 2 .
Discussion of Results
In this work, the parameters are constant except for gas sort; distribution area of grains on substrates with different gas sort is shown in Table 2 , which is widest in He, while it is narrowest in Ne; the max mean size of grains in He is maximum but minimum in Ne. In relation to the initial and last position of grains detected on substrates in Ne, positions under the other two gases shift backward. The variation feature of NR width is consistent with position distribution region of grains; that is to say, the little endian sequence for value of NR width corresponds to Ne, Ar, and He. The max mean size of grains is smallest in Ne corresponding to the narrowest NR width, which agrees with our theoretical prediction [13] .
Atomic mass of Si is 28 u, and the differences between atom of He, Ne, and Ar are 24 u, 8 u, and 12 u, respectively. The above results suggest such information: when atomic mass of ambient gas is closer to Si, width of NR is narrower, and mean size of grains is smaller. On the contrary, NR width and grain size will be expanding with the larger difference of atomic mass between Si and background gas. We consider that it is contributed to energy transfer after elastic collision between atoms of ambient gas and Si. When atomic mass of ambient gas is closer to Si, the effective energy transfer is greater. On the base of thermodynamics theory, temperature of ablated atoms falls to nucleation point relatively rapid. Because the parameters of laser fluence are constant, the initial velocity and thermodynamic temperature of ablated atoms are basically fixed, and ablated atoms need less collisions before decaying down to nucleation temperature in Ne gas, which resulted in shorter transportation distance; so position of grains formation is closer to target. At the same time, there is a high nucleation rate concomitant for effective energy transfer; naturally, the number of ablated atoms decreases rapidly, and the nucleation condition is not met soon by nucleation division model, so NR width is narrower.
In this work, mean size of deposited grains first increases and then decreases with the addition of lateral distance to target, which is caused by velocity distribution rule of ablated atoms. On the base of numerical simulation, velocity of ablated atoms is Maxwell distribution, and velocity value is maximum at front of plume and minimum near plume tail; furthermore, the number of atoms with maximum and minimum velocity is less than those atoms with most probable velocity. Combined with thermodynamics formula, small velocity corresponds to lower thermal motion temperature, so temperature will reach nucleation condition [13] first through collision with ambient gas; that is to say, nucleation will happen first naturally near target (plume 6 Journal of Nanoparticles tail), which have been approved by Makimura et al. [12, 21] . Taking it for granted, greater velocity corresponds to higher temperature; these atoms need to experience more collisions before nucleation, so the nucleation location is comparative farther to target surface when gas pressure is constant. For the number density [22] of atoms with the most probable velocity is much more, the nucleated grains by these atoms have bigger growth probability, which causes the mean size to be bigger. Thus the size of grains deposited on substrates first increases to a maximum and then decreases with the addition of lateral distance to target.
Summary
In conclusion, we have prepared Si nanocrystal grains by PLA method through an upswinged setup. Results of experiments indicate grains forming in one area apart from target, and mean size increases first and then decreases with adding distance to target surface, which is explained on the base of velocity (thermal motion temperature) and density of ablated Si atoms. NR width in He, Ne, and Ar ambient gases is calculated; the values are 56.2 mm, 32.5 mm, and 40.5 mm, respectively. The NR width is narrower when atomic mass of ambient gas is closer to Si atom. This may pave the way to further investigate concretely the nucleation and growth process for grains of Si as well as other materials in gas phase.
